
Summer 2 Week 1 – 11th June 2021  

What have we been learning? 
 
 

Although we have only had four days in school this week, we have been very busy indeed!... 
 

 In our Literacy sessions, we have been thinking about what we did over the half-term holidays and trying 
our very best to write about it independently using capital letters, finger spaces and full stops correctly.  

 
 In Maths this week we have been practising our recognition of numbers from 0 to 20 and also ordering 

those numbers. 
  
 In our Understanding the World sessions this week, we have been talking about ways that we can be 

healthy and we had lots of lovely ideas - exercising, getting lots of sleep, keeping clean, eating fruits and 
vegetables etc. We have also been listening to “Go, Go, Go, The Healthy Song” too. (This is available  

          on DB to listen to at home too!) 
 
 

         
  

Homework 
Literacy 
        - Sounds - Please keep revising all of the sounds using the little brown sound books. 
        - Reading books and sight words (“tricky words”) - A new set of words has been sent home this week. 
 
Maths  
        - Practise recognition of numbers from 0 to 20. Is your child able to recognise each number out of    
         order? 
         Can they put the numbers back into the correct order independently?  
         Challenge - Can they order the numbers backwards from 20 - 0? 
 

Understanding the World 
        - At the weekend, choose either Saturday or Sunday and complete the “Being Healthy” diary. Either  
          your  child can write this by themselves or they can tell you what to write and you can record it for  
          them.   

We absolutely LOVED trying lots of differ-
ent activities to be active in our outside 

     Coats, Sunhats & Suncream 
 
 

As the British weather can be so changeable, please would you be able to ensure that your child has a coat  
in school every day, thank you. In order to cover all eventualities, if you would also like to send a named  
sunhat into school for your child to use too then we would appreciate it. The sunhat will then be kept in  

your child’s tray, so that they’ll have easy access to it for when they are using our Outside Area. On sunny 
days, if you could apply a long-lasting suncream to your child in a morning too, then that would really help.  

 
Thank you for your continued support.  


